SUPPLIES

Family Time Pocket Kit
  from Anthology DIY
  Journal card
  Die cut shapes (stars and arrow)
Oatmeal Solid Core Cardstock
Nautical Navy Solid Core Cardstock
Shamrock Solid Core Cardstock
Snow White Solid Core Cardstock
Everyday Moments
  Laser Cut Borders & Coordinating Elements
Black Noir White Alphabet Stickers
Year in a Snap Word Art Stickers
  by Lauren Hinds
Mini Stamp Pad – Primary
  from Anthology DIY
Mini Stamp Pad – Brights
  from Anthology DIY
Mini Stamp Pad – Pastel
  from Anthology DIY
Mini Stamp Pad – Classic
  from Anthology DIY
White Gelly Pen
Black Micron Pen
Precision Point Glue Pen
Foam Mounting Squares
Tape Runner

INSTRUCTIONS

Circle Dad Card
1. Cut 5 ½” x 8 ½” piece of Oatmeal cardstock, fold in half, and set aside for card base.
2. Using a variety of circles from Laser Cut Elements, ink with red and blue from Primary and green from Brights. Adhere using glue pen down left side of card base.
3. Spell Dad with alphabet stickers on Nautical Navy cardstock. Trim cardstock to 3” x 1”; notch left edge to create flag and adhere with foam mounting squares.

Love You More Card
1. Cut 5 ½” x 8 ½” piece of Nautical Navy cardstock, fold in half, and set aside for card base.
2. Trim woodgrain Laser Cut Border to 5 ½”. Ink with brown from Classic and tan from Pastel; adhere about ¾” from left edge of card base.
3. Attach Love You More sticker to green with white speech bubble journal card; adhere approximately ¼” from bottom and right edges.
4. Using foam mounting squares, adhere large red star and small blue, orange, and green stars to upper left corner of journal card.

Best Dad Ever Card
1. Cut 5 ½” x 8 ½” piece of Oatmeal cardstock, fold in half, and set aside for card base.
2. Cut 5 ¼” x 4” piece from Shamrock cardstock. Draw lines with White Gelly Pen 1” apart starting ½” from left edge. Write numbers along top.
3. Trim three circles from one multi-circle piece from Laser Cut Elements; color using brown ink. Let dry; adhere to middle of green cardstock and write numbers inside circles with Black Micron Pen.
4. Write Score! with Black Micron Pen on green arrow; adhere with foam mounting squares as shown on card. Adhere green cardstock to center of card base.
5. Print Best Dad Ever on Snow White cardstock; trim to approximately 2 ¾” wide. Trim top edge on an angle with right edge approximately ¾” tall and left edge approximately ½” tall. Draw line around edge with Black Micron Pen; adhere to right edge of card approximately ½” from bottom.

SAMPLE